Crash Course: Web-Spinning
(Publishing Personal Information on the Web)
Hands-on Workshop in the ACS AP&M B335 Mac Lab
Tuesday, January 31st, 1995 4:00-5:30pm

Goal:
Create your own basic World-Wide-Web homepage in your Euclid account, from which you might:
• Publish your papers or work-in-progress.
• Start your own electronic journal.
• Assign homework or distribute answer sets.
• Share your biographical information, family history, pearls of wisdom etc. with other Internauts around the world.
• You’ll also end up learning a bit of HTML, or Hypertext Markup Language.

It will help if you already have:
• Skill with a UNIX text editor. Brush up on vi, joe, pico, emacs, or whatever your favorite editor is. Yes, there are special HTML editors, but we’re just doing the minimal quick-start here.
• Knowledge of each information tool presented at last Tuesday’s workshop, what kind of information it is suited to distributing.
• Experience using a Macintosh mouse. Controlling windows on your screen--scrolling, resizing, closing, and dragging. Launching and switching between applications in System 7.x.

Sign-up:
There’s a 16-person limit (chairs, computers), so please sign up in advance at AP&M 6018

Please Prepare:
• A directory in your Euclid account called ~/homepage
• If there are a few files you want to distribute via the Web, you should copy them into this ~/homepage directory. Don’t overdo it!

Please Bring:
• One Blank Macintosh-format floppy disk
• Something to write with.